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Dense quantum plasmas – failures of 
quantum hydrodynamic models



  

Space plasmas: - planet interiors
                          - dwarf stars, neutron stars ...

Laboratory systems: - electron gas in metals
                                 - electron-hole plasma in semiconductors
                                 - laser plasmas, „warm dense matter“

Dense quantum plasmas

Theory:  correlations, quantum and spin effects (Fermi statistics)
              - quantum statistics, quantum kinetic theory
                   - first principle simulation (QMC, QMD)
                   - density functional theory (DFT)



  

Space plasmas: - planet interiors
                          - dwarf stars, neutron stars ...

Laboratory systems: - electron gas in metals
                                 - electron-hole plasma in semiconductors
                                 - laser plasmas, „warm dense matter“

Dense quantum plasmas

Theory:  correlations, quantum and spin effects (Fermi statistics)
              - quantum statistics, quantum kinetic theory
                   - first principle simulation (QMC, QMD)
                   - density functional theory (DFT)

Models:  Thomas-Fermi, quantum hydrodynamics (QHD), limited validity
                   spectacular predictions:
                  - „novel“attraction between protons in dense hydrogen
                  - quantum dusty plasmas
                  - giant spin polarization „spin-gradient driven laser“
                    published in leading plasma journals, very highly cited
                    growing popularity, but ignored by community
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The Shukla-Eliasson potential

Problem: data cannot be reproduced,
                no plasmas exist with these 
                Parameters
               - information sent to authors

Bonitz, Pehlke, Schoof, 
PRE 87, 033105 (2013) and 037101 (2013)

Quantum coupling parameter:

Screened potential of a proton 
attractive minimum for α>0.25



  

No source of the correction indicated.

Still results cannot be reproduced. Errors remain

The Shukla-Eliasson potential (E1)



  

Problems: Bold claims without scientific justification 
                 No comparison with earlier results, key references ignored
                 No discussion of applicability limits of SE-potential
                 No discussion of relevant plasma parameters
                 No critical test of proton crystal formation

Finally most equations are formally correct
But: still many errors

The Shukla-Eliasson potential (E2)



  

Phase diagram of dense hydrogen 
well studied by first-principle simulations: 
quantum Monte Carlo, DFT

Recent overview: 
Ceperley et al. RMP (2012)

Phase diagram of dense hydrogen

proton crystal formation
in dense hydrogen 
plasma, analytical prediction 
confirmed by 
PIMC simulations



  

1. low density: H-H attraction 
    (electron pairing) → H_2 molecules 

2. high-density: Fermi edge 
    singularity (Friedel oscillations)

Attractive potentials in dense hydrogen
in equilibrium

the Shukla-Eliasson model does 
neither reproduce bound states nor 
Friedel oscillations

Fermi gas
Friedel oscillations

High densitylow density

Bonitz et al.,
J. Phys. A 39, 4717 (2006)

T=0



  

SE proton potential in atomic units

Depth of SE-minimum

~6meV ~ 65K

SE-minimum
position

mean p-p distance

→ even if the SE-attraction would exist
    it could not lead to proton crystals



  

Ab initio H_2 molecules in dense hydrogen

DFT results 

r_s>1.5: H_2 molecules
r_s<1.5: proton repulsion

Friedel oscillations present 
(very shallow)

No additional minima

Bonitz, Pehlke, Schoof, 
PRE 87, 033105 (2013) 



  

Ab initio proton potential in dense hydrogen

DFT results (symbols) 

Bonitz, Pehlke, Schoof, 
PRE 87, 033105 (2013)

Phys. Scripta 88, 057001 (2013)

● the SE-potential (lines)
  is qualitatively wrong.
● wrong density dependence 
● the SE minimum (few meV 
 around 10 a_B) is irrelevant



  

Quantum hydrodynamics (QHD)

V_B=

V_XC=

● 1-particle problem (exact):
   Madelung, Bohm

Linearization (LQHD) yields dielectric function D 
and screened potential:

● Extension to N fermions
 assuming independent   
 particles    
 Manfredi/Haas (2001)

Approximations:

- ideal Fermi pressure, T=0
- no Fermi statistics
- phenomenological 
  Xc-corrections (from DFT)
- average over small volume
- linear response

„Bohm potential“



  

Summary: failure of LQHD for dense hydrogen

Approximations used in LQHD

- TD equilibrium, T=0, Fermi EOS
- no Pauli principle
- phenomenological  xc-corrections
- average over small volume
- linear response

Hydrogen: LQHD restricted to r_s <<1,
                             distances >> a_B.

- ignored by Shukla/Eliasson
- SE blame DFT for discrepancy 
  („misses Bohm potential“)

SE-potential is qualitatively wrong.
SE minimum is an artefact of LQHD

no atomic-scale resolution
no novel bound states or proton crystal

DFT more accurate than QHD by construction



  

Summary 2: implications for physics

Errors are unavoidable and have to be excused. However:
 
                 Bold claims without scientific justification 
                 No comparison with earlier results, key references ignored
                 No discussion of applicability limits of SE-potential
                 No critical test of the made predictions, parameters

      cannot be tolerated by the scientific community

Review: S. Khan, M. Bonitz, chapter in „Complex Plasmas“, Springer 2013, arxiv: 1310.0283  
 http://www.theo-physik.uni-kiel.de/~bonitz

- This style has become common in quantum hydrodynamics
- damages reputation of plasma physics in the borader community
- Journals and referees should restore good scientific practice

Similar critical analysis:

J. Vranjes, B. P. Pandey and S. Poedts, EPL 99, 55001 (2012), 
„On quantum plasma: A plea for a common sense“

G.S. Krishnaswami, R. Nityananda, A. Sen, A. Tyagaraja, „A critique of recent 
theories of spin half quantum plasmas“, arXiv:1306.1774 (2013)



  

APS Guidelines for professional conduct

Each physicist is a citizen of the community of science. 
Each shares responsibility for the welfare of this community. 

Science is best advanced when there is mutual trust, based 
upon honest behavior, throughout the community. Acts of deception, 

or any other acts that deliberately compromise the advancement of science, 
are unacceptable. 

Honesty must be regarded as the cornerstone of ethics in science. 
Professional integrity in the formulation, conduct, and reporting of physics 

activities reflects not only on the reputations of individual physicists and their 
organizations, but also on the image and credibility of the physics profession as 

perceived by scientific colleagues, government and the public. 

It is important that the tradition of ethical behavior be carefully maintained and 
transmitted with enthusiasm to future generations.
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